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Driving is essential for many people in developed countries to achieve independence. Individuals with Autism

Spectrum Disorder (ASD), in addition to having social skill deficits, may experience difficulty in learning to

drive due to deficits in attention-shifting, performing sequential tasks, integrating visual-motor responses,

and coordinating motor response. Lacking confidence and feeling anxiety further exacerbates these concerns.

While there is a growing body of research regarding assessment of driving behavior or comparisons of driv-

ing behaviors between individuals with and without ASD, there is a lack of driving simulator that is catered

toward the needs of individuals with ASD. We present the development of a novel closed-loop adaptive Vir-

tual Reality (VR) driving simulator for individuals with ASD that can infer one’s engagement based on his/her

physiological responses and adapts driving task difficulty based on engagement level in real-time. We believe

that this simulator will provide opportunities for learning driving skills in a safe and individualized envi-

ronment to individuals with ASD and help them with independent living. We also conducted a small user

study with teenagers with ASD to demonstrate the feasibility and tolerability of such a driving simulator.

Preliminary results showed that the participants found the engagement-sensitive system more engaging and

more enjoyable than a purely performance-sensitive system. These findings could support future work into

driving simulator technologies, which could provide opportunities to practice driving skills in cost-effective,

supportive, and safe environments.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Accessibility design and evaluation methods; Us-

ability testing; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has a prevalence rate of 1 in 59 among children in the U.S.
(Baio et al. 2018) and is associated with high familial and societal cost (Ganz 2006; Chasson et al.
2007). ASD is characterized by social interaction deficits, verbal and non-verbal communication
skill deficits, repetitive behaviors, and fixed interests (American Psychiatric Association 2013). Al-
though there is no single agreed-upon treatment or known cure for ASD, there is growing consen-
sus that adaptive training and educational intervention programs can improve long-term outcome
for individuals with ASD and their families (Buescher et al. 2014). While substantial effort has been
dedicated to improving social skill deficits (White et al. 2007), much less research has focused on
other daily living tasks that allow for increased independence in adulthood. One critical skill nec-
essary for attaining independence, securing a job, and maintaining social relationships is driving,
but it is only recently that researchers have turned their attention towards the issue of driving in
the ASD population.

In the U.S., the demographic of 16- to 20-year-old drivers is three times more likely to be involved
in a fatal motor vehicle crash than older and presumably more experienced drivers (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention 2012). Young drivers are disproportionately represented in rates
of highway fatalities; 9% of fatalities are young drivers, despite this group constituting only 5.4%
of all drivers on the road (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2018). Over 2,000 teens
die each year from motor vehicle crashes, and total annual fatalities of drivers was 37,461 in 2016
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2018). Mounting evidence suggests that learning
to drive is particularly difficult for many individuals with ASD due to deficits in attention-shifting,
performing sequential tasks, integrating visual-motor responses, and coordinating motor response
(Hill 2004; Huang et al. 2012). In addition, lack of confidence—both from the driver with ASD in
themselves and the parent of a driver with ASD in their child’s driving ability—further exacerbates
these concerns. Parent respondents to a survey by Cox et al. (2012) reported that the character-
istics associated with ASD exerted a moderately to extremely negative influence on their child’s
ability to drive safely. Daly et al. (2014) surveyed licensed driving adults with and without ASD
about their driving histories. They found that individuals with ASD reported being older at the
age of licensure, spending less time driving, feeling less confident about their driving ability, and
experiencing greater number of traffic violations than neurotypical peers.

Given that some 1.4 million individuals with ASD are estimated to be driving already—with
approximately 60,000 more becoming age-eligible each year—there is an urgent need to develop
intelligent driving intervention tools capable of addressing both the performance and processing-
level issues of drivers with ASD (Howden and Meyer 2010; Cox et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2012;
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2016). An intelligent driving intervention tool
could not only provide driving training sessions to the users, but could also adapt the training
strategy (e.g., altering task difficulty) in real time based on the users’ feedback (e.g., performance,
engagement state). Parents of individuals with ASD suggested having driving-like experiences like
driving video games before trying to drive a car is one of the most useful strategies in teaching
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driving skills (Cox et al. 2012). We believe such driving intervention technology provides an assis-
tive system that can help individuals with ASD to build confidence toward on-road driving.

The primary goal of this research is to design a Virtual Reality (VR)-based driving platform
for individuals with ASD that can adapt task difficulty in real-time based not only on task per-
formance but also on participant engagement. We present a closed-loop physiology-based en-
gagement recognition system embedded within a dynamic difficulty adjustment mechanism that
controls driving task presentation in the driving platform. We also present results from a small
user study of teenagers with ASD to demonstrate the feasibility and tolerability of such a driv-
ing platform. Moreover, by utilizing the participants’ performance data and physiological data, we
provide methods to document the participants’ driving performance and engagement level, which
makes designing of long-term driving sessions and tracking the users’ performance and engage-
ment level over time more accessible. However, a long-term skill learning and skill generalization
study is beyond the scope of the current work.

VR technology offers promise as an intervention modality for people with ASD because it can
provide a controllable, replicable, and safe learning environment (Strickland 1997). Compared to
reality, VR creates a less hazardous and more forgiving method for practicing potentially danger-
ous skills associated with daily life, such as driving. It can also be individualized not only to the
general needs of specific learners but also to their day-to-day levels of engagement. By exploit-
ing these advantages, VR-based driving simulators could provide a variety of modes for teaching
at-risk drivers who are not ready for on-road assessment.

Several previous studies have examined the generalizability of driving simulators for training
real-world driving skills. In a neurotypical population, Shechtman et al. (2009) did not find signifi-
cant differences in the type or frequency of driving errors when comparing on-road and simulated
driving assessments. This suggests that the driving skills learned in driving simulators can be gen-
eralized or transferred to the road under the same testing conditions. Reimer et al. (2013) assessed
driving behaviors in young adults with ASD and found that they displayed a nominally higher
and unvaried heart rate compared to controls; they also tended to focus visual attention away
from the high stimulus area of the roadway. Our previous work also discovered similar differences
in visual attention (Wade et al. 2014). Other assessment studies have shown that individuals with
ASD performed more poorly on selective attention, visual-motor integration (Classen et al. 2013),
increased working memory tasks (Cox et al. 2016) and predicting time-to-arrival (Sheppard et al.
2016), highlighting the need for systems that can rapidly assess specific types of driver errors and
adjust training goals accordingly.

VR-based skill training systems have a demonstrated value for training specific skills in indi-
viduals with ASD. However, a simple performance-based system without appropriate feedback to
the user may not be optimal for enhancing and maximizing learning. Managing task difficulty to
keep the user optimally challenged is beneficial for designing an effective skill training system
(Hunicke 2005; Adams 2008; Liu et al. 2008). Task difficulty can affect cognitive workload and in-
duce a variety of affective states (Giakoumis et al. 2010). A task that is beyond a user’s capability
could be overwhelming and may cause anxiety while a task that does not fully utilize the capacity
of a user might result in boredom. When people feel anxious or bored, as opposed to engaged, they
tend to lose focus on their task, learn less, be less productive and are more likely to make mistakes
(Pekrun et al. 2010). Thus, the difficulty of the task should be adjusted to keep the user optimally
challenged based on the ability and affective state of the user. As depicted in Figure 1, keeping
the user in the “flow state” will help maintain a positive emotional state during a task by avoiding
anxiety and boredom (Nacke and Lindley 2008; Fairclough et al. 2013). When users played Tetris
at different levels of difficulty, Chanel et al. found that easy task difficulty was related to boredom
and hard task difficulty elicited anxiety, while medium difficulty was associated with engagement
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Fig. 1. Model of flow.

(Chanel et al. 2011). This suggests that adjusting task difficulty based on user boredom and anxiety
might help him/her become and remain engaged in the task. When considering optimum levels of
engagement, we also wanted to assess for enjoyment of participants. However engaged an indi-
vidual may be, if they find a task aversive, then they may be less likely to persist or re-attempt it
over time.

To exploit these benefits, task designers have attempted to keep the user in the flow state by us-
ing a mechanism called Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA), which automatically adjusts task
difficulty based on a model of the user’s skills (Adams 2008). For example, recent research has
shown that game users demonstrate faster gains in performance and feel a greater sense of con-
trol when the difficulty adjusts according to their current skill level (Jegers 2007; Stripling et al.
2007; Orvis et al. 2008). Game users also feel more immersed in game scenarios that adjust the
game difficulty according to their current performance, as opposed to those that simply increase
the game difficulty over the course of the game (Stripling et al. 2007). Outside of gaming applica-
tions, DDA can also be used in applications like human machine interface design to facilitate the
progression of the user from novice to expert (Bederson 2004).

Besides these performance metrics, the user’s affective states can also be utilized to build a model
of the user’s skills. These affective states can be derived from physiological responses (Sarkar 2002).
Several studies have investigated how these physiological responses impact performance and flow.
Compared to strictly performance-based feedback, physiology-based affective state feedback can
be more efficient in providing optimal challenge to users, keeping them in a state of flow and
improving their performance (Rani et al. 2005; Lahiri et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2015).

As can be seen from the aforementioned literature survey, most existing studies of driving inter-
vention for ASD focus on assessment of driving performance and comparison between individuals
with and without ASD. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study incorporating physiology-
based DDA into a driving simulation platform for ASD intervention. The goal of this work is to
bridge this gap and develop a driving skill training platform that can (1) allow real-time measure-
ment of engagement-related physiological signals while the user takes part in the driving task;
(2) predict the user’s engagement level based on real-time physiological signals, and (3) alter the
task difficulty based on both the user’s engagement level and performance metrics. We hypothe-
sized that this engagement-based DDA driving skill training platform (1) would be tolerated by the
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individuals with ASD, (2) would generate more task engagement, and (3) would result in greater
levels of enjoyment for participants when compared to the participants who used only the
performance-based DDA modality of the driving skill training platform. While we did not expect
to observe any significant changes in driving performance in only one experimental session of the
user study—as it takes time to become proficient in driving—we believe that providing tasks that
are inherently enjoyable, and perhaps rewarding, could increase the likelihood that individuals,
particularly those on the autism spectrum, would be willing to attempt and engage in learning
activities. Because on-road driving training option for individuals with ASD is rare and expensive,
a driving simulator like the one presented in the article could supplement existing services and
provide more opportunities to learn driving skills in a cost-effective and safe and forgiving envi-
ronment. Ultimately, we believe that such a system will have the potential to make driver training
more accessible to a large number of individuals with ASD.

In terms of understanding the conceptual framework for such intervention, we have published
several works (Warren et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2015; Bekele et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018) based
on the underlying understanding that individuals with ASD show fundamental differences in
social communication and interaction as well as differences in behavior and interest that im-
pede their ability to successfully complete and engage in numerous life tasks—from social learn-
ing to complex adaptive learning (i.e., driving). Given these core deficits—inclusive of commu-
nication challenges that may limit dynamic adjustment and feedback within traditional learning
environments—systems capable of introducing physiological and attentional metrics that can be
used to create richer learning experiences may be of substantial value.

This article is a substantial extension of our previous work (Bian et al. 2016). We have signifi-
cantly expanded the presentation and the implementation of the closed-loop driving system as well
as conducted a new set of study with completely new set of results to demonstrate the feasibility
and tolerability of such a system.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system design of the VR-
based adaptive driving environment. Sections 3 and 4 present the methodology and the results of
the user study, respectively. Finally, we summarize the contributions of this work in Section 5.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN

The proposed VR-based Driving Environment with Adaptive Response technology (VDEAR) is
comprised of (1) a VR-based driving task module; (2) a real-time physiological data acquisition
module; and (3) an individualized dynamic difficulty adjustment module that embeds a real-time
physiology-based engagement prediction mechanism (Figure 2).

2.1 VR-based Driving Environment

We used “narrow field of view” version of desktop VR applications for three reasons. First, they
potentially minimize cyber sickness—an important consideration for people with ASD, because of
their atypical sensory perception (Bellani et al. 2011). Second, the ultimate goal of this study is
to develop an affordable version of driving intervention platform that can be more accessible by
individuals with ASD. “Wide field of view” versions would increase the cost significantly. Finally,
although not used in the current work, a remote eye tracker informed the design of the narrow
field of view because it cannot be calibrated to more than one monitor. Having access to driving
simulation software is a prerequisite for developing a driving intervention program. There are a
range of high-quality off-the-shelf driving simulation systems that can be used in the assessment of
driving behaviors. However, these tools are not suitable for our study because they do not provide
access to the source code. Access to the source code is necessary for designing a closed-loop system
that utilizes information from sensors and driving performance.
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Fig. 2. VDEAR System framework overview.

Fig. 3. Driving simulator developed in our lab.

As a result, we have utilized a driving simulator that was recently designed in our laboratory
(Figure 3) (Bian et al. 2013). A Logitech G27 steering wheel controller was used to control the virtual
agent vehicle in the virtual driving environment. Models in the virtual driving environment, such
as traffic lights, stop signs, and vehicles, were developed with the modeling tools ESRI CityEngine
(www.esri.com/cityengine) and Autodesk Maya (www.autodesk.com/maya). The game develop-
ment platform Unity3D (www.unity3d.com), was used to implement the system logic. A total of
five difficulty levels were chosen for this adaptive driving environment. These difficulty levels
were tested and validated in our previous work (Wade et al. 2014). Two sets of parameters in-
cluding road conditions and environmental changes were manipulated to produce five difficulty
levels. We designed the difficulty levels in such a way that they are distinguishable but not abrupt,
so the participant would not feel sudden changes in the way that they manipulated the driving
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Table 1. Difficulty Parameters

Group Parameters Domain Description

Road

conditions

Changes in responsiveness
of brake pedal

[0.35, 1]
Value 1 means normal; smaller value
dampens the input, indicates slippery
road, which increases the difficulty

Changes in responsiveness
of the accelerator pedal

[1, 1.5]
Value 1 means normal; larger value
amplifies the input, indicates downhill,
which increases the difficulty

Changes in responsiveness
of the steering wheel

[1, 3.75]
Value 1 means normal; larger value
amplifies the input, indicates uphill,
which increases the difficulty

Environment

Intensity of light in the
environment

[0.01, 0.5]
Smaller value indicates darker
environment, which increases the
difficulty

Speed of agent vehicles [0.85, 1.75]
Larger value indicates more aggressive
driving of the agent vehicles, which
increases the difficulty

controllers. Specifically, to provide different road conditions, we created different slopes of the
road (e.g., uphill, downhill, and even road), different road textures (e.g., normal road and raining
road), and different turns (e.g., normal turn and sharp turns). When the participants drive through
different road conditions, they usually feel the changes of the responsiveness of the brake pedal,
the accelerator pedal, and the steering wheel. The environmental changes were manipulated by
changing the intensity of light in the environment and the speed of agent vehicles. The details of
the difficulty parameters were listed in Table 1.

The VR system was modeled as a video game consisting of a set number of different trials. Each
trial was designed to train a specific driving skill such as speed maintenance, turning, merging,
and following traffic laws. At the beginning of each trial, there was a voice-based instruction,
such as “Turn right,” “Merge into highway,” “Pass the vehicle in front,” and so on, telling the
participant how to progress through a given trial. A directional arrow graphic on the top right
side of the screen served to provide navigational information to the participant. Accompanying
audio-based prompts were also given when the drivers approached an upcoming turn (e.g., “Right
turn ahead”). While the information provided by the navigation system may have served to offload
some of the cognitive demands on the driver, it was an essential component of the task design as
it ensured that drivers remained on the course in which predefined tasks were setup. In addition,
drivers had to be on alert in order not to miss turns, for example, passing them by at high speeds.
It is to be noted that as more and more auto manufacturers make navigation systems standard
even for low-priced models, this feature in our system makes the VR vehicle more realistic. Each
trial included within it a critical region within which the driving performance was monitored to
provide “Failure” or “Success” feedback relevant to the content of the trial. For a “Success,” the
participant was awarded five points at the same time that congratulatory audio clip was played.
The total points were displayed on the top left side of the screen. For a “Fail,” participants were
told the reason for their failure, the task was reset to the starting point of this trial’s critical region,
and no points were awarded for the failed trial. When the participant’s vehicle was reset to the
prior starting point, the system would also give detailed instructions on how to be successful on
subsequent attempts, such as, “Stop before the stop sign.”

Performance data, which included the turning angle of the driving wheel, the pressure on the
gas and brake pedals, the speed of the vehicle, location of the vehicle, and detailed information
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Table 2. Performance Metrics

Category
Good

(3 points)
Fair

(2 points)
Inadequate

(1 point)

Number of failures (n) n=0 n=1 n>1

Difference between driver speed and
speed limit (D)

D<5 5<=D<=10 D>10

Steering wheel manipulation pattern
(Kurtosis (sk) and Skewness (ss))

Small deviation
from “good
driving”

Medium
deviation from
“good driving”

Large deviation
from “good
driving”Gas pedal pressing pattern

(Mean (gm) and Kurtosis (gk))

of the failure, were logged in both text (.txt) and comma-separated values (.csv) file formats. The
sampling frequency of the data were the same as the frame rate of the virtual environment, which
was typically 60Hz. The logged data were used in real-time performance assessment and offline
data analysis.

Three-minute performance data were used to assess the user’s performance in real time. As
can be seen from Table 2, performance metrics included number of failures, difference between
driver speed and speed limit, steering wheel manipulation pattern (kurtosis and skewness of the
values) and gas pedal pressing pattern (mean and kurtosis of the values). We chose these driv-
ing features based on feature analysis of the driving data from our previous driving studies that
provided the most discriminating information in assessing driving performance (Wade et al. 2014,
2015). Because the driving course was predefined, we utilized data from our previous study that
were indicative of driving skill to assess the quality of driving. Value changes due to different road
conditions (e.g., uphill and downhill) were normalized by using the responsiveness scale in Table 1.
Each subcategory of performance metrics has three possible outcomes: Good (worth 3 points), Fair
(2 points), and Inadequate (1 points). For example, a participant could score 3 points for gas pedal
pressing but only 1 point for steering wheel manipulation. If a participant scored 50% of the max-
imum possible points within the 3min performance window, then the overall performance was
considered “Good”; otherwise, this was considered as “Poor.”

2.2 Physiological Data Acquisition Module

The physiological data were collected using the BIOPAC MP150 physiological data acquisition
system (www.biopac.com) with a sampling rate of 1,000Hz. Using the hardware API provided by
BIOPAC, we developed a customized physiological data acquisition program, in which we inte-
grated socket-based communication with the driving program to record event information with
automated time stamps (Bian et al. 2016). In this study, three physiological signals, photoplethys-
mogram (PPG), galvanic skin response (GSR), and respiration (RSP), were investigated. We chose
these signals because they contain important information about the state of one’s task engagement
as shown in the literature (Healey 2000; Rainville et al. 2006; Bian et al. 2015). These signals were
measured by using light-weight, non-invasive wireless sensors. PPG and GSR were measured from
toes of left foot instead of fingers to reduce the interference to the driving wheel manipulation and
the motion artifact from driving. PPG measures the blood volume in participant’s middle toe. This
measurement can also be used to compute the heart rate (HR) by identifying local maxima (i.e.,
heart beats), and heart rate variability (HRV). Blood pressure and HRV correlate with engagement
(Kim and André 2008). GSR provides a measure of the resistance of the skin by positioning
two electrodes on the distal phalanges of the index and the ring toe. This resistance decreases
with an increase of perspiration, which has been shown to be associated with task engagement
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(Pecchinenda 1996). Respiration was measured by using a respiration belt tied around the par-
ticipant’s abdomen. Slow respiration is often linked to relaxation while irregular rhythm, quick
variations, and cessation of respiration relate with high level of arousal (Rainville et al. 2006).

The physiological signals acquired from BIOPAC were raw signals contaminated by motion ar-
tifacts and utility frequency. Thus, signal preprocessing was required before extracting features.
First, outliers were removed from GSR, PPG, and RSP signals and were interpolated with the mean
value of the adjacent data points. A Notch filter with a cutoff frequency 60Hz was used to re-
move the 60Hz utility frequency from these three signals. Notch filter is a band-stop filter with a
narrow stopband that can cut the loss of useful frequency component in the process of filtering.
Considering different properties of each signal, highpass and lowpass filters with different cutoff
frequencies were used as discussed below:

Tonic and phasic components of GSR were decomposed separately from the raw signal. Tonic
skin conductance is the baseline level of skin conductance and is generally referred to as skin
conductance level (SCL). Phasic skin conductance is the part of the signal that changes when task-
related events (e.g., task failure or success) take place. The signal was first filtered by a lowpass
filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz to remove noise. Then tonic component was acquired by
using a highpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.05Hz. Phasic component was then calculated
by deducting tonic component from preprocessed signal.

PPG is a low-frequency signal and can easily be contaminated by motion effect. A highpass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 1.1Hz and a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3.6Hz were used
to remove noise.

Respiration is also a low-frequency signal. A highpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.05Hz
and lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.35 were used to remove noise.

Note that we recognized noise and motion artifacts by transforming the signals into frequency
domains. By doing so, we found that some of the frequency component should not be there for
certain signals (e.g., GSR typically should not contain high frequency signal components; a 60Hz
frequency spike within signals usually indicates utility frequency noise). The noise and motion
artifacts were removed by using the above-mentioned filters to remove the unwanted frequency
bands from each signal. The cutoff frequencies of the filters were found empirically and were de-
rived from our specific dataset (as recorded by BIOPAC MP150) and may not be applicable to other
datasets, although this process could be replicated using different sample-specific parameters. The
outliers in the signals were spikes generated by the recording device. To remove outliers, we ran
a program to detect the outlier when the maximum absolute value of a data segment exceeded a
certain value, and then removed those outliers and interpolated the removed values with mean
value around that data segment. This resulted in approximately 1% data loss. After outlier removal
and filtering, the data were down sampled to 100Hz. Subsampling can significantly reduce com-
putational time of feature extraction, which is important in a real-time closed-loop system.

2.3 Online Engagement Detection Module

Physiological data and engagement ratings from our previous driving experiments (Bian et al.
2015) were used to build the engagement model. Then the model was used in the current closed-
loop system for real-time engagement detection.

2.3.1 Offline Engagement Model Building. In our previous work where participants with ASD
were engaged in driving tasks using the VR-based driving simulator (Bian et al. 2015), eight chan-
nels of physiological signals were examined for offline analysis to build an engagement detection
model using machine learning algorithms. Subjective reports of the participants’ engagement level
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Fig. 4. The procedure for building an engagement model based on data from previous driving experiments.

from a clinical observer were used as the ground truth (Figure 4). The purpose of this model build-
ing was to build an engagement detection model that mimics a clinical observer’s observations
of engagement. For the purpose of developing this model and piloting this system, we utilized
two observers who were highly trained in behavioral assessment and observation, especially for
individuals with ASD. These observers rated engagement using a 9-point Likert scale at 3min in-
tervals during sessions. To reduce risk of bias, approximately 20% of sessions were double-coded
for reliability, and the observers resolved disagreements through consensus and discussion. The
inter-rater correlation coefficient for engagement ratings was 0.9. Twenty participants’ data from
these previous experiments were used to build the engagement model for the current study. Note
that the participants for the current study are all different from the participants for the previous
study. Each participant finished six sessions in different days and each session lasted about 60min.
Three-minute baseline data were collected to normalize the data. The physiological data from each
session were segmented and labeled using 3min window. We chose the 3min window for two rea-
sons: (1) physiological signals (especially the GSR signal) are relatively slow, and thus it requires
a certain amount of time to reflect the change of affective states; and (2) after consulting with our
psychology team, we believe that for this specific driving task, 3min is an appropriate time win-
dow for the participant to feel engaged/not engaged with the task for the purposes of using this
information to alter the system. Note that this time window can be adjusted based on different
tasks but must be consistent with the time window used to build the engagement model.

In the current study, to improve computational speed that is needed for the real-time closed-
loop DDA mechanism, we chose only PPG, RSP, and GSR signals, the three physiological signals
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Table 3. Physiological Features used in the Engagement Model

Physiological signal Feature Unit of measurement

Photoplethysmogram

(PPG)

Mean of heart rate variability Ms

Mean of amplitude of the peak values μV

Respiration (RSP)

Mean amplitude

No unit

Standard deviation of amplitude

Subband spectral entropy
(Spectral entropy calculated from frequency
band 0.05Hz to 0.35Hz)

Mean of peak-valley magnitude

Standard deviation of peak-valley magnitude

Galvanic Skin Response

(GSR)

Rate of phasic activity Response peaks/s

Standard deviation of tonic activity level No unit

Slope of tonic activity μS/s

Table 4. Classification Results by using Different Machine Learning Algorithms

Algorithm Parameters Accuracy

Multilayer Perceptron
hiddenLayers: 6; learningRate: 0.3;
momentum: 0.2

81.94%

Random Forest maxDepth: unlimited; numTrees: 100 84.72%

Support Vector Machine kernel: radial basis function; loss: 0.1; degree: 3 80.67%

BayesNet Estimator: SimpleEstimator; K2 search algorithm 72.95%

NaiveBayes
Numeric estimator precision values were chosen
based on analysis of the training data

75.93%

J48 DecisionTree
The minimum number of instances per leaf was
2, 1- of 3-folds data were used for reduced-error
pruning

80.37%

that had the most correlation with engagement to train the engagement detection model. Several
features from these three signals were extracted as shown in Table 3.

After feature extraction, several well-known machine learning algorithms, which have shown
success in emotion recognition tasks (Jerritta et al. 2011), were explored to build and train an
engagement detection model. The engagement detection model produced binary output, which
was either “High Engaged” or “Low Engaged.” The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) (Hall et al. 2009) was used to build and compare these models. The machine learning algo-
rithms listed in Table 4 were examined and a group 10-fold cross-validation was used to assess the
generalization of the models. Group 10-fold cross-validation was used here to make sure that each
fold contains all the samples from one participant. In the end, Random Forest-based engagement
detection model was chosen, since it yielded the greatest accuracy.

2.3.2 Online Engagement Detection. Because engagement was elicited in the same context (i.e.,
the driving simulator task), inter-participant variability was expected to be low (Stemmler et al.
2001). Nevertheless, to further reduce this variability, 3min of baseline physiological data were
collected for each participant at the beginning of the experiment that was used to normalize
the data. The driving task program and the engagement detection module communicated via a
TCP socket over a local area network (LAN). When defined events (e.g., start/end of a trial, task
failure/success) occurred, a JSON (http://www.json.org) string containing a time stamp and event
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Fig. 5. Online engagement detection module diagram.

message was sent to the physiological data acquisition module. All event information and physio-
logical data were recorded for offline analysis. Every 3min, the driving task sent an event to trigger
engagement detection. The engagement detection module acquired 3min of data before this trig-
ger. The 3min data were preprocessed to remove electrical noise and motion artifacts. After that,
the 10 selected features were extracted and baseline features were subtracted from the features to
offset environmental and participant differences. Subsequently, these features were fed into the
previously established model to predict the engagement level. A binary label, “High Engaged” or
“Low Engaged,” was sent to the driving task program via the socket, which was then utilized
by the difficulty adjustment module to make the decision about switching the difficulty levels
(Figure 5). By measuring the execution time of the engagement detection code, we observed that
the offline analysis for engagement detection took less than 100ms. The data collection resumed
immediately after the engagement detection, a minimal enough delay to avoid any problems for
our application. The difficulty adjustment process took place in another computer (i.e., in the main
task computer) and thus did not cause any delay for the data collection.

2.4 Difficulty Adjustment Module

We developed two different difficulty adjustment strategies for the proposed driving system. One
strategy used only the participant’s performance metric to adjust the driving task difficulty, while
the other strategy utilized both the participant’s performance metric and engagement level to make
the adjustment. Within the framework of this study, the independent variable was the difficulty
adjustment mechanisms we described below, which was determined before each experiment.

2.4.1 Performance-Sensitive System (PS). For the PS, a task-switching mechanism adjusts the
difficulty states solely based on the participant’s performance. When a participant’s performance
is “Good” (Case 1), the task progression continues step-wise as the task difficulty level increases
unless it reaches the most difficult level (Figure 6). However, if a participant’s performance is “Poor”
(Case 2), then the task progression continues step-wise by decreasing the task difficulty level unless
it reaches the easiest level (Table 5, Algorithm 1).

2.4.2 Engagement-Sensitive System (ES). For the ES, the task difficulty manipulation is not only
based on participant’s performance but also on his/her engagement level. We fuse the partici-
pant’s performance metric and engagement level to make the switching decision. In two cases
where engagement and performance metrics agree with one another, the switching strategy is
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Fig. 6. Performance-Sensitive System difficulty switching FSM (Only draw four difficulty states for simplic-

ity, assuming difficulty state y is more difficult than x.).

Table 5. Performance-Sensitive System Switching Cases

Performance Action

Case 1 Good Increase difficulty
Case 2 Poor Decrease difficulty

ALGORITHM 1: Performance-sensitive Difficulty Switching Action Computation

Input: Participant’s performance: perf, current difficulty state: diff_state

Output: Difficulty switching action

repeat every 3min:

if perf == “Good”

if diff_state reaches highest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

else

increase_difficulty;

end

else if perf == “Poor”

if diff_state reaches lowest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

else

decrease_difficulty;

end

end

until task_end;

straightforward. If a participant is “High Engaged” and his/her performance is “Good,” then the
system increases the difficulty level based on the finite state machine representation (Figure 7).
However, if a participant is “Low Engaged” and his/her performance is “Poor,” then the system
decreases the difficulty level. However, in the other two cases, where engagement and the perfor-
mance metric do not agree with each other, the switching strategy gives priority to the perfor-
mance metric. For Case 2, in which engagement is “High” but performance is “Poor,” the system
recommends decreasing the difficulty level. For Case 3, when a participant is “Low Engaged” but
his/her performance is “Good,” the difficulty level remains the same and waits until the next trial
for potential adjustment. At the next adjustment point, if the participant is still “Low Engaged” and
his/her performance is “Good,” then the system decreases the difficulty level (Table 6, Algorithm 2).
While there are alternative interpretations for different cases (refer Section 5), we involved a clin-
ical psychology team to make such decisions and to provide a clear path for subsequent decisions
within the learning chain.
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Fig. 7. Engagement-Sensitive System difficulty switching FSM (Only four difficulty states are drawn for

simplicity, assuming difficulty state y is more difficult than x.).

Table 6. Engagement-Sensitive System Switching Cases

Engagement Performance Action

Case 1 High Good Increase difficulty
Case 2 High Poor Decrease difficulty
Case 3a/3b Low Good Same/Decrease difficulty
Case 4 Low Poor Decrease difficulty

3 METHODS AND PROCEDURE

3.1 Experimental Setup

VDEAR was run on a server-grade computer that could provide high-quality graphical render-
ing, while participants’ peripheral physiological signals were acquired and processed in parallel
on a separate computer. Both computers communicated over a LAN using socket-based connec-
tion. The VR driving task was presented on a 24in. LCD monitor (at a resolution of 1980 × 1080).
Participants sat on a play seat and interacted with the driving environment using a Logitech G27
driving controller. The experiment was conducted in a laboratory with two rooms separated by a
one-way mirror for observation. The researcher sat in the outer room to observe the experiment.

3.2 Participants

We recruited 23 teenagers (21 males and 2 females) with ASD for this phase of study. This high
number of male participants is in keeping with epidemiological data indicating significantly ele-
vated prevalence for males as compared to females (Baio et al. 2018). All participants had a clinical
diagnosis of ASD from a licensed clinical psychologist as well as scores at or above clinical cutoff
on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (Table 7) (Lord et al. 2000). The participants either
had a learners’ permit or was pursuing a permit. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for
conducting the experiment was sought and obtained. In the end, 20 participants’ data were used in
this study. Three participants (all males) were excluded from the study due to compromised data
or equipment failure.

3.3 Procedure

The participants were randomly assigned to either PS or ES groups. Each participant visited the
lab once and completed a 90min session. At the start of the session, physiological sensors were
placed on the participant’s body by an experienced researcher. Participants watched a tutorial
video that discussed basic traffic rules as well as manipulation of the driving interface. After the
tutorial, the participant was asked to remain calm and relaxed for 3min during which baseline
physiological data were collected. To get familiar with the driving interface, participants also
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ALGORITHM 2: Engagement-sensitive Difficulty Switching Action Computation

Input: Participant’s performance: perf, participant’s engagement level: engage, current difficulty state:

diff_state

Output: Difficulty switching action

next = False;

repeat every 3min:

if perf == “Good” and engage == “High”

if diff_state reaches highest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

else

increase_difficulty;

end

else if perf == “Poor” and engage == “Low”

if diff_state reaches lowest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

else

decrease_difficulty;

end

else if perf == “Good” and engage == “Low”

if next == False or diff_state reaches lowest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

next = not(next);

else

decrease_difficulty;

next = not(next);

else if perf == “Poor” and engage == “High”

if diff_state reaches lowest_diff_state

stay_the_same;

else

decrease_difficulty;

end

end

until task_end;

received 3min of practice driving in which there were no pedestrians and no other vehicles in
the VR environment. After the 3min practice drive, participants began the driving assignment at
medium difficulty. Through the assignment, participants were required to follow the navigation
directions and obey traffic rules. Disobeying any traffic rules (i.e., running a red light) resulted in a
performance failure. In addition, the system provided instructions and feedback to the individuals
regarding performance such that even if one was novice in terms of traffic laws, he/she would
be able to follow the rules of the game. Task difficulty was adjusted every 3min in real time. The
difficulty adjustment strategy was based on the participant’s group assignment. The duration of
the assignment was typically between 30 and 40min, depending on the participant’s performance.
A post-task survey was completed once the participant finished the assignment (Figure 8).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Tolerability of the VDEAR System

We excluded the data from three participants because (1) physiological sensors became detached
midway through the experiment, resulting in diminished signal quality; (2) the equipment failed,
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Table 7. The 20 Participant Profiles from PS and ES Groups

Demographic Information PS Group Mean (SD) ES Group Mean (SD) t p

Age 15.18 (1.27) 15.19 (1.89) −0.02 0.99

Driving Permit Status 4 (Yes)/6 (No) 3 (Yes)/7 (No) NA NA

Sex 9M/1F 9M/1F NA NA

ADOS New Algorithm Total Raw Score 13.57 (6.37) 12.5 (2.83) 0.41 0.69

ADOS Severity Score 7.71 (1.89) 7.25 (1.39) 0.54 0.60

SRS-2 Total Raw score 100.63 (30.64) 89.89 (31.38) 0.71 0.49

SRS-2 T-score 76.63 (12.16) 72.00 (10.71) −0.83 0.42

SCQ Lifetime Total Score 21.44 (8.47) 15.9 (6.54) 1.58 0.13

IQ 88.6 (23.38) 101.38 (20.21) 1.01 0.34

ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, it is an instrument for diagnosing and assessing autism.

SRS = Social Responsiveness Scale (Constantino and Gruber 2007), it measures social ability of children from 4 years to 18

years old and is used primary with individuals with ASD.

SCQ = Social Communication Questionnaire (Rutter et al. 2003), it is one tool clinicians use when screening an individual

for ASD and is a measure for caregivers to complete.

IQ = Intelligence Quotient.

NA = Not Applicable.

Fig. 8. Procedure of the experiment.

thus we terminated the experiment. All participants who completed the study reported that they
found VDEAR to be engaging and enjoyable. None felt uncomfortable wearing the physiological
sensors. The average duration of the completed driving tasks was 34min (SD=9).

4.2 Offline Analysis of Physiological Data

The physiological data (PPG, GSR, and respiration signals) were collected from all participants. For
those in ES condition, physiological data were used to detect real-time engagement level to help the
system determine the appropriate task difficulty level. In addition, we also computed the average
engagement level for each group. To get a reliable estimate of the average engagement level for
each participant, we used a 3min window size and 1min step size to segment the physiological data
into a certain number of samples. As explained in Section 2.3.1, a number of features were extracted
from these data and were normalized using the baseline features. These features were then used
as input to the engagement model that we had built earlier. The outputs of the engagement model
were the probabilities of two classes, “High Engaged” and “Low Engaged,” and the sum of these
two probabilities was 1. We used the probabilities of the “High Engaged” class as the engagement
index of the participants. Thus, a higher engagement index reflects a higher engagement level.
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Fig. 9. Average engagement index of the two groups.

The average engagement index for each participant was computed using the following equation:

EI =

∑
EI

N
, (1)

where EI is the engagement index for each 3min sample and N is the 3min physiological data
sample size for each participant.

Figure 9 shows the average engagement index for the two groups. The t test shows that the
average engagement index for the ES group (M = 0.78, SD = 0.18) was statistically significantly
higher than the average engagement index for the PS group (M = 0.51, SD = 0.25), (t = −2.46, p =
0.03). We also found a large effect size, Cohen’s d = 0.85, for this difference in engagement level.

4.3 Performance Data Analysis

Although the current study was not designed to investigate whether ES-based training was more
effective than PS-based training—which will require a systematic long-term user study—we did
analyze participants’ performance for this study to get a preliminary understanding. We could not
use raw performance scores directly to assess the performance of each participant because it is
not correct to conclude that two participants with the same raw performance score in different
difficulty levels performed equally well. We therefore normalized the raw performance score data
by assigning a weight to each difficulty level. The following equation was used to calculate the
weight for each difficulty level:

wi =
Ni × Smax,i
∑
Sraw,i

, (2)

where wi is the weight, Sraw,i is the raw performance score, Ni is the sample size, and Smax,i is the
maximum possible score, in difficulty level i. The general intuition behind this method is to give
greater weight to those levels with lower average raw score because they are more difficult. Then
the mean weighted score for each participant was computed by using the following equation:

S =

∑
wi Sraw,i

N
, (3)
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Fig. 10. Difficulty level distribution for ES and PS groups.

Table 8. Results of Questionnaire

Questions
Mean score of

ES group
Mean score of

PS group
p Cohen’s d

Overall difficulty of the driving task 3 3.5 0.17 0.66

*Whether noticed difficulty changes? 7 (Yes)/10 9 (Yes)/10 NA NA

How do you like the difficulty adjustment? 4.4 3.5 0.005 1.45

Whether the adjustment is helpful? 4.3 4.1 0.54 0.28

Overall enjoyment 4.3 3.8 0.18 0.62

Overall frustration 1.9 2.3 0.42 0.37

Overall boredom 1.8 1.7 0.81 0.11

*This is a Yes or No question. All the other questions use the 5-Likert scale, 1 means the least and 5 means the most.

where S is the weighted score and N is the sample size for each participant. The mean weighted
score for the ES group (M = 12.25, SD = 1.12) was slightly higher than that for the PS group
(M = 11.92, SD = 1.24). Although the difference was not statistically significant (t = −0.63, p =
0.53, Cohen’s d = 0.28), an adequately powered study might demonstrate a trend towards better
training performance using the ES-based system.

In addition, we explored the distribution of the difficulty levels for both the ES and the PS group.
As seen in Figure 10, participants in the PS group tended, though not significantly, to progress to a
higher difficulty level as compared to those in the ES group (t = −1.79, p = 0.07, Cohen’s d = 0.23).
This result agrees with the self-report about the overall task difficulty discussed in the following
section.

4.4 Questionnaire Results

A questionnaire evaluating participant responses to the system was designed using a 5-point Likert
scale. The questions, the mean values from both groups, t test results and effect size (Cohen’s d)
are listed in the Table 8.

As seen in Table 7, most of the participants (16 of 20) from both groups noticed the diffi-
culty adjustment in the driving task. Within those who noticed the difficulty adjustment, par-
ticipants from ES group liked the difficulty adjustment more. Although other results did not show
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statistically significant difference, it is interesting to see that ES group reported lower overall dif-
ficulty, thought the difficulty adjustment was more helpful than the PS group, experienced less
frustration and enjoyed the interaction more. Also, because the driving simulator was designed
to be interesting for teenagers on the autism spectrum, and because participants attended only a
single training session, the study design did not afford opportunities for variability in boredom
levels. As a result, it is not surprising for us to see that both groups reported similar low boredom.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This work presents the creation and pilot validation of a novel platform, VR-based Driving En-
vironment with Adaptive Response technology (VDEAR), to provide an assistive system for the
individuals with ASD to build confidence toward on-road driving. VDEAR capitalizes on the affin-
ity of many people with ASD for technology while also providing for a closed-loop system of data
capture, analysis, and system adjustment. Twenty of 23 participants completed the driving task,
and performance data as well as physiological data were properly recorded for offline analysis.
All participants who completed the study reported positive experiences with the system. They all
tolerated the physiological sensors, an important finding for adolescents with ASD who may have
sensory sensitivities to wearable devices.

During offline analysis, we fed the physiological data into the engagement model to detect the
average engagement level of each participant and found that participants in the ES group had
statistically significantly higher engagement than participants in the PS group. In addition, par-
ticipants in the ES group subjectively reported that they liked the difficulty adjustment more than
participants in the PS group. This further suggests that the physiology-based DDA mechanism may
be more effective at keeping the user in the “flow state” when compared to the performance-based
DDA mechanism. No differences were found in performance data, however, with participants in
ES group achieving similar performance as participants in PS group. Also, participants in the PS
group spent more time in higher difficulty levels in spite of the fact that they were in lower engage-
ment levels. Although we did not expect to observe performance improvement for this one-session
study, the ability to document the driving performance as well as engagement level makes design-
ing of long-term driving sessions and assessing users’ performance and engagement level over
time more feasible using the VDEAR system. We believe that such a system will have the potential
to make driver training more accessible to a large number of individuals with ASD.

It can be inferred from the above results that in a one-session study, the physiology-based DDA
mechanism could create higher engagement in the participants and result in similar rates of success
compared to a performance-only-based DDA. This could be potentially beneficial for long-term
driving training programs, since the participants will likely be more willing to participate in mul-
tiple driving sessions that utilize their engagement feedback, as opposed to the one in which only
performance is a factor. While we expect that an engaging and enjoyable training system will fos-
ter skill learning, it is beyond the scope of the current work to investigate skill improvement using
a longitudinal user study.

This novel driving skill training platform does not rely on the user’s input to adjust the sys-
tem difficulty, which is potentially advantageous because individuals with ASD may not have the
self-awareness and cognitive capability to provide such information. Although our system’s en-
gagement model must be developed beforehand, in the future, we can utilize real-time affective
computing methods to update the model to make the system generalizable. Moreover, with the
rapid development in the field of wearable and less invasive physiological sensors (e.g., smart
watches), this kind of adaptive system, in which a user’s affective cues will become easier to im-
plement, will be more reliable and commonplace.
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Fig. 11. Physiology-based adaptation mechanism in game design.

Although the engagement-sensitive adaptive driving task presented in this article is designed
for validated among the ASD population, this driving intervention platform could also be appro-
priate to train other young drivers who suffer from a degree of anxiety. In addition, the presented
physiology-based DDA mechanism is independent of the driving environment and thus can be
integrated into other gaming or training environments. The engagement information is detected
separately and sent to the main program in JSON format over a LAN using standard internet pro-
tocols. Once we defined the difficulty switching logic in the game environment, this physiology-
based adaptation mechanism can be integrated seamlessly. The following figure (Figure 11) depicts
the framework for designing a physiology-based adaptive game environment.

Note that the current work is limited in interpreting and modeling behaviors based on single
estimates of both Engagement (E) and Performance (P). It is quite accurate to state that iterations of
E and P in their specific combination may be reflective of different learning states (for example low
E and Low P could be reflective of boredom or could be reflective of a task that is too challenging).
In this capacity, the true value of intelligent, dynamic decision-making systems will come in the
form of interpretation of chains of decision and reactions. That is, it becomes clearer to differentiate
boredom and challenge if the manipulation hypothesis is not born out in subsequent modeled state.
Such delineation and interpretation of sophisticated chains of learning are somewhat beyond the
scope of the current work; however, we should mention that these modeling decisions were seen
as the best initial hypotheses of manipulation such that an intelligent system could dynamically
interpret and discern changes in learning over time. Importantly, we involved a clinical psychology
team with requisite experience in Applied Behavior Analysis to inform our initial interpretations
regarding potential functions of behavior and decisions that would yield clarity over time. In this
context, it was determined that making initial classification decisions on Low E across adequate
and low P would provide a clear path for subsequent decisions within the learning chain. Another
limitation of the current work is that our engagement system utilized engagement ratings both
to manipulate system characteristics and to chart some aspects of within system change. The
ultimate benefit of such a system would be tied to independent and objective outcomes. In this
respect, it is promising that the participant ratings noted benefits of the system. The ultimate test
of such a system would be objective benefits independently documented with direct relevance
to driving/learning to drive. In the future an additional measure of engagement will strengthen
the work. One threat to the validity of our proposed work is the lack of quantitative measure of
participants’ driving-related experience before they participated in the study. Different driving-
related experience might lead to different confidence levels when completing the driving task. In
future work, we will have participants complete a questionnaire about their past driving-related
experience. For example, we might want to know whether/how much they have played driving-
related video games, whether/how much they have behind-the-wheel driving experience, and so
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on. Note that we did not observe any performance gains in the ES as compared to the PS in the
one-session user study. Driving skill improvement requires greater exposure to training and it is
unsurprising not to have observed any gains in just one session. A more systematic longitudinal
study will be needed to objectively assess whether ES-based training will result in higher gains
in driving skills. What is encouraging, however, is that participants in the ES were found to be
significantly more engaged than those in the PS, which may indicate superior compliance among
the ES participants in a long-term protocol.

APPENDIX

Driving Task Post Survey

The intelligent system will change the driving conditions at various times during the assignments.
As best you can, answer the following questions about your experience playing the games.

1. Overall, how would you rate the difficulty of the driving game?

Extremely
Difficult
1

Somewhat
Difficult
2

Neutral

3

Easy

4

Extremely
Easy
5

2. Did you notice a change or adjustment in difficulty as you played the game?

No Yes

3. If you noticed the difficulty change, then did you like how the system changed or adjusted
the difficulty for you?

Disliked it a
great deal
1

Did not like it

2

Neutral

3

Liked it

4

Liked it a
great deal
5

4. Overall, when the system changed or adjusted the difficulty, did you find the change to be
helpful to playing the game?

No, extremely
unhelpful
1

No, not
helpful
2

No difference/
Stayed the same
3

Yes, somewhat
helpful
4

Yes, extremely
helpful
5

As best you can, rank your level of <<_______>> when completing the task.

5. Enjoyment

Did not enjoy
game at all
1

Did not enjoy
game
2

Neutral

3

Enjoyed game

4

Enjoyed game
a great deal
5
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6. Frustration

Never
Frustrated

1

Frustrated Once
or Twice

2

Neutral

3

Frustrated
Some of the
Time
4

Frustrated
Most of the
Time
5

7. Boredom

Never Bored

1

Bored Once or
Twice
2

Neutral

3

Bored Some of
the Time
4

Bored Most of
the Time
5

8. If you could change the system in any way you wanted, then what would you change?
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